
               Conscience is the cosmological constant 
 
    Conscience or the inner self of a being is the root of all there is, 
including matter, energy, space and time. Conscience is the universal i 
and hence forth conscience will be referred as "i". Anywhere one goes in 
the universe, even beyond space and time, i will definitely be there, as 
i is with in every one. This simple truth that i is beyond space and time 
is evident in infants and toddlers, who are aware of them selves but have 
not yet developed the sense of space and time. There is no space unless 
one chooses to measure and there is no time until one chooses to count. 
Time is the space between all of us and in time we shall all be one 
i(singularity).  
 
Mathematical representation of universal i or conscience is as follows 
 
If 0 x 0 = 0 is true, then 0 / 0 = 0 is also true  
If 0 x 1 = 0 is true, then 0 / 0 = 1 is also true  
If 0 x 2 = 0 is true, then 0 / 0 = 2 is also true  
If 0 x i = 0 is true, then 0 / 0 = i is also true  
If 0 x ~ = 0 is true, then 0 / 0 = ~ is also true  
 
 I have used the symbol "~" to represent mathematical infinity. 
 
 In i's current manifestation as a human, this manifestation "has" (have) 
a master of science in chemical engineering and "has" (have) been a 
software engineer for several years and I knows the current limitation 
(exception) that we have intelligently put in our computing systems when 
we try to divide by zero, this is the limitation imposed by the human 
intelligence in order to avoid the infinity as we are not good at 
handling the truth or infinity. If we are to lift this current limitation 
and let "i" be any number of the systems choice at that moment, meaning 
random picking at the time of division by zero, a whole new reality will 
manifest with in that computing system. This explains the multiverse 
interpretation of several theoritical models in the scientific world with 
varying physical laws governing them. 
  
 Grammatical mistakes in the essay are intended to expand one's current 
interpretation of the self as the universal i. 
  
It seems that mathematics, the universal language, is also pointing to 
the absolute truth that 0 = i = ~, where "i" can be any number from zero 
to infinity. We have been looking at only first half of the if true 
statements in the relative world. As we can see it is not complete with 
out the then true statements which are equally true. As all numbers are 
equal mathematically, so is all creation equal "absolutely". I appeats to 
be varialbe in relative terms but i is a constant in the absolute. 
 
This proves that zero =  i = infinity or "absolutely" nothing = 
"relatively" everything or everything is absolutely equal. Singularity is 
not only relative infinity but also absolute equality. There is only one 
singularity or infinity in the relativistic universe and there is only 
singularity or equality in the absolute universe and we are all in it. 
 
Geometric representaion of the truth about conscience can be done using 



i-sphere, where i can be of any number of dimensions. For human 
manifestation of i, 3-sphere is the best representation of existence. 3-
sphere can be described by the equation of s=bm^2, where s is the soul 
(local conscience of a being), b is the body and m is the mind and 
exponential 2 is the dualistic nature of the human mind, which is 
switching between body and soul. Self realization is the point of 
singularity where the dualistic nature of the mind is non existent and 
the human soul becomes the universal i. It is at the point of 
sinugualrity that a being experiences the true nature of universal i and 
hence realizes that i is omnipresent, i is omniscient and i is 
omnipotent.   If the visible universe is information surrounding a being, 
then realiztion is that the being is not only the processor of the 
information, but also the creator and destroyer of the information.  I is 
the most individual being that there is. I is the infinite differential 
as well as the infinite integral. I is both local and non local in 
existence and this is the phenomenon of superpostion of quantum 
mechanics. Gravity is the will of conscience to shape things as i chooses 
them to be at any level, quantum to cosmic. The universal i is described 
as god in religious world. Hence the conclusion that we all put together 
is god or universal i and there is absolutely nothing beyond the 
universal i or god.  
  
Further notes on "Conscience is the cosmological constant" can be found 
at   
 
<http://sridattadev-
theoryofeverything.blogspot.com/2010_08_01_archive.html> 
<http://sridattadev-
theoryofeverything.blogspot.com/2010_01_01_archive.html> 
 
Love, 
Sridattadev. 


